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PSYCHOLINGUISTICS AND LANGUA GE LEARNING:
SOME RESERVATIONS

In 19 73, Pit Corder described e model o the World of Applied Linguistics
which looked something like the model shown in figure 1.

Fig. 1. Applied Ungar:talcs and Other Discipliiles
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The topmost level of Corder's nvidel was inhabited by the Theoretical Lin-
guist, whose role was to study languages and to derive Theories about them
on the basis of the obaervations that he made. Beneath the Theoretical Lin-
guist came the Applied Linguist. His task was to take the Theories produced
by the Theoretical Linguist; to work on the descriptions the linguists produc-
ed, and to turn them eventually into Pedagogical Grammars. These Pedagogi-
cal Grammars were in turn passed onto the next level of the model, which
was inhabited by real Teachers-. Their job was to implement_the ideas of the
Applied Linguists by teaching languages using the materials these latter supp-
lied, to the Learners who lived on the lowest level of the structure:

There are, of course, a number of objectionable features about this view
of the world the intensely hierarchical stucture that this model implies,
for instance, and the way that insights and information are seen as passing
only in one direction, from the top to the bottom. Nevertheless, the model
does emphasize one feature which was actually very characteristic of Applied
Linguistics in the 1970's: its almost total dependence on theoretical linguis-
tics as a source of ideas and insights. Indeed, it used to be remarked (some-
what scurrilously) that Applied Linguists were generally those who were not
clever enough to do real linguistics on their own! Fortunately; the position
haachanged somewhat in recent years:

In one important respect, however, the position has not really changed at
all. Applied Linguistics is still a client discipline; just as it was 10 years ago;
The principal difference is that we now acknowledge a number of different
"real" disciplines on which we rely; sociolinguistics, child language acquisi-

and now more_ cautiously; psycholinguistics; have all in their turn been
added to theoretical linguistics as a source of ideas, and each in its turn has
influenced the type of work that applied linguists do and consider important.

_The current fashion is for us all to become psycholinguists; and to base our
methods and models on what is currently considered important in psycholin-
guistics. There is, of course, nothing inherently wrong in this, and indeed,
there is much to be gained from adopting some of the rigorous methods
which characterise psycholinguistic work and which are notably lacking
from much of applied linguistics. Nevertheless, it seems to me that simply
relying on psycholinguistics in the same way as we have relied on other
diaciplines in the past is not perhaps the best way for our discipline to de-
velop. There are two main reasons for this; both of which have to do with
serious limitations of psycholinguistics as it is practiced today.
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The first reason for reacting cautiously to the move in the direction Of
psycholinguistics is that though the general methods used may be of impert-
ance to those of us who are interested in serond language acquisition, muril
of the current work in psycholinguistics is very narrowly based; and difficult
to generalize from: The most obvious example of this is the way that practi-
cally the whole of current psycholinsuistic research is based on English, with
only occasional forays into other languages; and even then rarely straying out-
side the Indo-European fold. As languages go, English is a pretty bizarre :Ale.
It has a particularly complex phonology; and a highly irregular orthography;
its vocabulary is derived from a series of complex: interactions_ with other
languages; its morphology is so simple that it has been seriously suggested
that the language can fruitfully be considered as a sort of Nordic pidgin.
Still, despite these complicating characteristics, it is an easy matter to End
Mstances of psycholinguists assuming that what holds for English will hold
willy-nilly on a unive level as_ well. One good example of this is_Fodor,
Bever and Garrett (19741 whose book contains only one example of an ex-
periment that was not carried out in English: This example; with material in
Dutch, translates morpheme for morpheme onto English, and the whole
discussion is written as if the experiment had actually been carried out in
English!

My own belief is that this dependence on English is a Very Bad Thing.
It is relatively easy to find instances of languages where the basic assumptions
one, makes about the way native speakers handle a language just do not
apply, arid where it is perfectly obvious that some other mechanism must be
operating. A:particularly good example of this is the field of word recognition

an area where we have a pretty good idea of what goes on in native English
speakers. Low-level characteristics, such as word structure, are unfortunately
characteristics where there are marked differences between languages; _and it
is a simple matter to fmd instances of languages where even the most basic
aspects of Our current English-based word-recognition models just do not
apply: Many examples will readily spring to mind; but let me give one ex-
ample from my own work on Welth.

It is widely believed that initial consonants play a very important role in
word har -Bing in English (Marslen-Wilson 1978, for instance). Welsh, in
common with other Celtic languages, enjoys a phenomenon known as initial
consonant mutation: This process causes the initial consonant of a word to
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change, according to a wide range of syntactic and morphological contexts.
Some of these changes are shown in figure 2.

Orthography:
:

basic form
soft mutation
nasal mutation
spirant mutation

Phonology:

basic form
soft Miltation
spnant mutation

Some examples:

English

a cat
your cat
my cat
her cat

a ball
your ball
my bail
her ball

a garden
my garden
your garden
her garden

Rg. 2. Mutations in Welsh

p I x b d g 11 m rh
b d_ i f dd e I f r
mh eh ngh m n mg no change
ph th th no change no change

a
a

g
0

m
I v

r

r
no change 1. ) change

Orthography

cath
dy gath
fy nghath
ei chath

pel
dy bél

mhil
ei phel

gardd
fy ngardd
dy ardd
ei gardd

Phonology

kae_

da gae
va9 hae
ei kat,

pel
da bel
va mhel
ei fel

gara
va ara
da ara
ei gar).

These changes are li..guistically quite simple; but if we assume that word
recognition mod& the work for English should also apply in the case of
other languages, faen one sould expect this phenomenon to be extremely
disruptive of word handlbg behavic _r. Interestingly, this doesindeed appear
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to be the case for native English speakers who learn Welsh; for this kroup,
mutations are r erious source of difficulty. Native Welsh speakers, however,
do not seem to suffer any handicaps due to the mutation system, and indeed
they can even cope easily with the form: which result from interactions be-
tween mutations and spoonerisms forms which by English sanclards are
extremely bizarre. (See figure 3).

Fig. 3. Interactions between mutations and spoonerisms in WelSh

0 = orthopaphic form
T = translation
I = Intended form (In phonetic transcrintion)
E the resulting erroneous form

0: tri baner goch T: three red flags
I: [ birner gox ....]
E: [ xaner fox ....]

2: 0: y man wahaniethau T: the small differences
I. [ .... man wahanieoad
E: [ gwan rahaniecoai]

The obvious conclusion to be drawn from this is that the characteristic.s of
models devised to describe word-handling in English are not going to be
adequate when we work with Welsh or with a variety of other languages
which are not closely related to English. In order to describe adequately what
goes on in these languages, we may need to discover some radically different
operating principles: This in its turn also raises some interesting questions
about the psychology of word handling in second languages. If Ambic md
Finnish, fur example; both differ in different ways from English; then_orte
might expect Arabs learning English to have word handling problems which
are quite different from those of Finnish learners of English. At the moment;
however; we know practically next to nothing about contrastive psycho-
linguistics of this sort, and even less about the implications (:) these phe-
nomena for second language acquisition; and psycholinguistics isnot going to
be able to throw much light on these problems until it becomes much less
Anglo-centric.
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The second reason for being somewhat cautious about the influence Of
psycholinguistics is that, from the point of view_of second language acquisi-
doh, at leak, pSYcholinguistics is not really asking the right questions: Recent
years have seen a marked shift away from work on fairly low:level phe-
nomena such as word recognittoo and sentence _processing to more abstract
higher-order phenomena such as discourse processing and the handling of
underlying schemata: My own feeling is that this is not a goOd thing frit
Applied Linguistics. There seems te be a strong case for the view that lan-
gtiageS are fairly similar at an abstn ct level; while they differ importantly at
lower levels of organization._At the same time, it also seems reasonable to
atgne that theSe low level features are precisely the ones which have_the
biggest _influence on the development of different psychanguiStic sttategie§.
Psycholinguistic deSeriptions of higher order processes seem much more
likely to have universal validity than descriptions of what goes on at a lower
level; which appears to be much more bound in with specific languages. If
thiS is tnie, then any shift away from low-level phenomena towards a more
abstract level of analysis is likely to mean that psycholinguittics will bectime
increasingly less relevant to the study of second language acquisition. Such a
Shift is bnplicit in the current rapprochement between psycholinguisdcs and
Artificial Intelligence, and if it continues, we will once again find OtirSelVéS
without a natural home.

To sum up; then; it is clearly a good thing for Applied Linguittict to adopt
experimental methods where these are appropriate, and to think much
More in terms of testable models of what handling an L2_ might involve. On
the other hand, it would be a great pity if psycholinguistics were tri become
Merely the nekt of a sequence of parent disciplines whose_umbrellawe work
under for a few years before moving on to its successor. This would _merely
perpetuate our_status as a, econd division, dependent discipline, lacking in
inttinsically Coherent intellectual framework. Talking to colleagues from
other disciplines can often be an embarrassing experience for an applied
linguist: People in general have litt/e awareness of why second language
acqUititiOn it an interesting phenomenon, or why it has_enormous potential
importance on a social level. I am quite convinced that this is mainly clue to
the way we_Inve latched_ ourselves onto other disciplines, and that the way we
haVe StibOrdinated ourselves to the theoretical concerns of others is something
that has done us lasting harm: The-only way in which we are going to alter
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this state of affairs is for us to work out what our own priorities are, and then
to become more self-confident and assektive about pursuing them. A perma-
nent; on-going search icr a parent-discipline, or willing acquiescence in the
implications of a model like figure one, is incomp ble with the stlf-respect
that we ought to have.
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